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ABSTRACT 
A miniaturized, two-component Fiber Optic Doppler Anemometer 
(FODA) has been developed which may be operated remotely from the 
laser and photodetector. The FODA is able to measure two 
orthogonal components of' velocity using the dual beam backscatter 
mode of operation. The module utilizes two graded index optical 
waveguides to guide the two colors of illuminating light from the 
laser to the module where the fiber outputs are recollimated. The 
lnt·egrated optfcal module splits each be.am into two equal intensity 
beams and then crosses these to fo·rm interference fringes. The 
fringes from the two different laser lines ·are at a right angle to 
each other. Backscattered light from both s~ts of fringes is then 
collected and returned through a similar fiber·., split into separate 
c.oJo.rs. a,nd' directed to ·two photodetectors. The stg·nal s are then 
proce.sse.d by normal methods. The module was shown to be accura·:te 
by mea$.uring the velocity versus radius of a rotating plexig:lass 
·di·s·k ... ·The :velocity was obtained by measuring two nearly 45 degre~ 
velocity components and calculating the result~nt velocity. The 
resultant angular velocity was within 2.% of that measured by a 
stroboscopic tachomete.r. 
The FODA was then used as a single component velocimeter to 
study a co-current, bubbly two-phase steam-water flow in a vertical 
tube at atmospheric pressure. Axial velocity profiles of both \. 
., 
, 
• 
,) 
phases were measured and the liquid velocity profiles were found to 
be in good agreement with data reported fn the literature. The 
existence of an increase in the liquid velocity near the wall has 
been rea f ff rmed. This "ta 11 11 in the prof i 1 e is due to the higher 
void fraction near the wall and has been shown to be dependent on 
the flow quality. The liquid turbulence intensity is generally 
lower than reported in the literature. This discrepancy may be due 
to differences in the flows being compared. 
a 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Laser Doppler Velocimetry has been used for nearly two decades 
to measure fluid velocities. This techn,que is well developed and 
systems are available that can measure up to three orthogonal 
components of velocity. The anemometer can also be used for 
measurements in recirculating flows. There are three basic modes of 
operation and several techniques for processing the resulting signal. 
The si·gnal indicating the fluid velocity is generated by 
.particles in the flow presumed to be traveling at the same velocity 
as the fluid. The laser light must be able to illlffllinate these 
particles at the region where the velocity is desired and the 
scattered radiation must be able to reach a photodetector. In many 
complex flow devices, this may be next to impossible using 
commercially available optical systems, even with the use of clear 
plastic test sections. Thus, the use of Laser Doppler Velocimetry 
(LOY) is limited by the availability of opt·ical access. 
The recent increase in the use of optical fibers as data links 
suggests the possibility that these fibers might also be utilized in 
LOY. A miniaturized velocimeter could be constructed with these 
fibers for transmitting the illuminating laser light to this module 
and then, operating in the backscatter mode, scattered light could be 
transmitted to the photodetector via a second optical fiber. Such an 
LDV might be placed inside of the device to be studied and could be 
3 
operated in regions previously unreachable by conventional LDV 
optics. 
The previously described system would greatly improve optical 
accessibility but there are still areas of fluid flov, measurements 
where the LDV is not utiTized, even under optimum conditions. One of 
these instances involves two phase flows. In order to apply LDV to 
bubbly two phase flows, the problems involved with these measurements 
must be studied in order to produce accurate,meaningful results for 
the velocities of the two flowing phases. 
The present work attempts to accomplish the above two goals. 
The tirst goal is to develop a miniaturized LDV module that utilizes 
fiber- .o:ptics to attempt to re-d.uce the problem of optical access. The 
second objective is to use this LDV system to study bubbly two phase 
flows in a vertical tube., The following sections describe the 
development of the fi.ber optic module, its applica.tions to the 
previously described two-phas~ ·fl o.w a-nct· the ensuing results . 
... 
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2. THEORY 
2.1 FIBER OPTICS 
The need to make velocity measurements in inaccessable locations 
makes a Laser Doppler Vel6cimeter(LDV) utilizing fiber optics very 
attractive to the experimentalist and engineer. The laser and 
photodetector may be placed in a convenient location. In other 
applications, the Fiber Optic Doppler Anemometer(FODA) may be placed 
inside of the test sec·tfon. 
O.f the several different types of optical waveguides available, 
some are better candidates for the FODA than are others. Multimode 
.step fibers are perhaps the easiest to manufacture and use. They 
~onsist of a core (fig. 2-1) with an index of refraction n1 and a 
cladding that has a lower index of refraction, n2. For light rays 
i.ncOident upon the interface of the core and cladd.ing, two 
possibilities exist: the light ray will pass through the interface 
(some will be reflected back), or all of the light will be reflected 
back via to~l internal reflection. The angle at which the ray is 
incident determines which case will occur. The critical angle ec is 
found by Snell 1 s law to be: 
5 
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Ray 1 
Ray 2 
Core 
Cladding. 
Pro:tect;ive- Coa.t,i•ng· 
Figure 2-2. Propagation of two .rays through a: 
st.e.p index fiber .. 
6: ·; . 
Any ray of light incident upon the interface at greater than ec (frolll 
the normal to the interface) will be totally reflected while any 
other ray will pass through the interface. If the ray is totally 
reflected, it will continue propagating through the core untill it 
encounters another interface as before. 
Jh,e. ·fiber is cal le.d multimode step fiber because of the step in 
th~ inde:x of refraction from core to cladding and because a ray of 
light may propagate through the fiber in more than one way (fig. 
2-2). ~-i·g_:ht ray 1 will take less time to traverse the same distance 
.a._s·_: ray 2 and introduce differen.ces in the phase of the two light 
rays. At the output of the fiber, these two rays may combine to 
,:pr-oduce an interference pattern.. Considering that ·many rays propa-
gatedOvln the fiber, they interfere with each other both construe-
ti :ve l y and de:s,tru.cti ve 1 y to produce pro pa g:a .. ti on modes. The ref ore, 
the 9utput .of th:e fiber consists of a co.mplicated int·erference 
pattern superimpose~ on the output cone of light. In addition, a 
reco·1_:1·1::mated beam from the fiber wi 11 not have a Gaussian intensity 
di:-.s·tributio.n as did the laser beam entering the fiber. This is an 
important property of the transmission of light through a fiber. The 
output contains light in random phase distributions and coherence is 
required for the quality interference fringes required for LDV. 
A second property of the fiber is dispersion. A pulse of light 
(fig. 2-3a) incident on the fiber end will propagate down the fiber 
' I 
7· 
I I 
1 .... , 1--- r, t 
(b) 
Figure 2-3 :ois:per·s·i.on ;·n a Multimo·de :step. Index Fibe-r 
•. 
8 
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and emerge as fn fig. 2-Jb. The period of the output pulse (T 1) will 
be longer than that of the initial pulse (T0) because some rays are 
reflected more than others and require a longer time to travel the 
length of the fiber. This property limits the rate at which light 
pulses may be transmitted. However, at typical LDV frequencies, this 
would not pose a problem~if the fiber were to be used as a collection 
fiber .to guide the -scat-tered ltg_ht to the photomultiplier tube. 
.. . . . . . . . I 
In the 1a·te: l-9.60 ·:.s, -~ new deve 1 opment in :o-tftl·Gal f·i.be-·rs :redu·c-ed 
the prob-lei11 of di.spersio·.n. .ey changing the. in:dex of refrac.tion of 
. the fiber· as a :function of radius in the: :proper fashion, ev.e.ry ·ray of 
1 i:gh·t. wou1 d (in theory) take the s:_a-me t:lnre, to propagate t-hr'o~gh th:e. 
ffber. ·F; gure 2-4a shows the parabo·l·fc i.rtd·ex .o--f refra.cti on- as :a 
-f.u:0:cti.o:n of radius in the fiber. Thi·s function :is cal·.cu·lated·: such 
tha·t an.y pa t.h a ray Clf· light may take wi 11 requi:.re the same time to 
·t:rav·e.l the length of the fib·er. As the ra._y: -t-r:avel s away from the 
.c:o:-te ts center, it i· s re·fra·c:ted and al so spee:ds. :Up ( s i nee the i:nde·x ·of 
:r·efra:ction is 1 ower"). At som.e ·di-stance R fr:om :the. :center (>f the 
t·::i: b.~: r , ·the l i ,g:-h t ·ra:Y· w i. J ·l ~ e p_:_a r-a·11 el· to t:he.: ~xi s o:f t.he. f··; be r . I t 
wi 11 continue to :l):et1d .. back ·; nto t·he axj:-~ .. as sho.wn in F·i g. 2-4b. The 
parabol i·c f·nde">< of· r.efracti on wi 11 cause ·the ray that osci 11 ates 
between +:,f- R· :a-'nd the ray traveling down the center of the cor-e to 
have nearly equal transit times. This greatly reduces the disper-
sion. In addition, the. speckle pattern produced by the interference 
.of different modes at the output is noticeably reduced. This fiber 
r 
(a) 
• 
. ( b) 
Fig.u.re 2-4 Graded Index Multimode Fiber. The index 
~of refraction profile is shown in (a) 
while (b) illustrates how dispersion.is 
reduced. 
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fs called Graded Index Multimode fiber because of the change fn the 
index of refraction. 
The third type of waveguide is called single mode fiber. It is 
designed such that one mode of light may be transmitted down the 
fiber. An electric and m&gnetic field analysis of the light in the 
step fiber indicates that there are several "modes" that m(..y 
propagate down the fiber, due to interference. The dimensions of the 
fiber(core diameter) can be made small enough that only one ray of 
light will propagate down the fiber. At the fiber output, there is 
.little interference from other modes and also no dispersion of light 
pulses. The lack of interference means a desireable beam of uniform 
.. 
intensity would result. This would be ideal for LDV except there are 
pr·ob:l ems i nvo 1 ved with using these fibers. The core diameter must be 
small (typically a few microns) in order to propagate a sin:gle mode 
and this causes problems coupling the laser into the fibe·r. Large 
pe.·r~en:tages of light are lgst in the _process and the small core 
diameter may not be a.ble to transmit sufficient laser power to 
f~ci l i ta te backscij t:ter ve 1 oci ty measurements. 
2.1.1 COUPLING THE LASER INTO THE F]BER 
It was mentioned before that only the light incident on the 
input end of the fiber within the acceptance cone would be guided 
down the length of the fiber. Therefore, in order to efficiently 
11 
,, 
couple light into the fiber, care must be taken that this angle is 
not exceeded by the incident light. Secondly, the light beam must not 
be any larger in diameter than the fiber core. If this were not so, 
the light outside the core would be lost. A simple lens was used to 
"focus" the 1.25mm laser beam to a beam waist that was smaller than 
the fiber core. The beam'waist is the smallest diameter that the 
beam may be focused to due to diffraction. The beam waist diameter, 
d may be calculated from: 
m 
where: ~. ~ 1aser wavelength 
F ~ focal length of lens 
D ~z = l:)eam dia. at e-2 intensity point. For the system used, 
,e· . 
F=Jmm, De_ 2 = 1.25mm and A= 514.5 nm. These values give a beam waist 
of 3.7 um, which was considerably less than the core diameter of 63um 
for the Corning graded index fiber used to transmit the illuminating 
light to the anemometer module. The numerical aperature (N.A.) of 
this lens is given by the following expression: 
-1 N.A.=sin[ tan ((De-2)/F)] C2-3) 
where N.A.=the sine of the angle of acceptance of the fiber, and De-2 
and Fare as for the beam waist diameter. For the lens used, N.A = 
12 
.18 which is less than the N.A. of .21 for the Corning fiber used. 
Therefore, this lens meets all of the requirements to efficiently 
coup 1 e t.he .. laser 1 n to the fiber. 
The beam waist must then be accurately placed on the fiber 
.I 
~ndface. The laser and fiber must also be aligned along the same 
atis. An X-Y-Z positioner was used to adjust the fiber untill the 
best output was obtained from the fiber (the best output was 
determined by the signal from the anemometer). At the optimal input 
condition, there is a minimum of scattered light from the fiber 
·~ndface. To help in the alignment procedure, the shadow of the fiber 
end was used both to center the focused beam and al so to determine 
when the entire beam waist was in the fiber (see Fig .. ·:2_--5). At this 
point, the output of the fiber was used to guide fur·tti~-r -adjustments. 
·The goal was to get the highest cortce:ntration of light at the cente_r· 
of the output (i.e., the largest speckles in the center of the 
pattern). This: completes coupling of the laser into the fiber. 
An' i-ni"portant requiremen.t for efficien·t coupling is the quality 
of the fiber end. It must be square, flat and contain no scattering 
sites. Based on the suggestion of Neti and Colella[2-1], the scribe 
and break method was used. Fiber ends were viewed under a microscope 
to check the quality of the end and the process was repeated if any 
defects were found. Both fiber ends were prepared in this manner. 
f ... 
t 
Fiber 
Endface 
Laser 
Beam 
Las-er 
B·e:am 
Launching 
Lens 
Launching 
Lens 
(a) 
(b) 
Beam 
Waist 
Fiber 
X-Y-Z Positioner 
Fiber 
Endface 
/ 
Fiber Beam 
Waist / 
Sh-adow of 
p·;ber .. Endface 
X-Y-Z Positioner 
.Figure 2~5 Launching laser into. optical waveguide$-. 
Proper al ignmen·t is shown in (a) while· 
a misaligned set~up i-s shown in (b). 
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2.1.2 FIBER OUTPUT AND RECOLLIMATION 
Just as the fiber accepts light in a cone with a half angle 
equal to the numerical aperature(in air), the output of the fiber 
lies in a cone of the same half angle. Therefore, the fiber output 
J 
can be recollimated with a single lens and the beam diameter may be 
chosen using the appropriate focal length lens. The diameter of the 
beam is given by: 
·D = 2 F tan [ s i n - l ( N • A • ) J ( 2 - 4 ) 
where D is the d i-ameter· of the reco 11 ima ted beam and N. A. and F are 
as before. For the lens and fiber used, D =3.6mm. This beam is 
rather large, but a larger diameter beam was show·n to give a better 
signal to noise ratio than a smaller diameter beam[2-2]. This is a 
consequence of equation (2-1): a larger diameter beam has a smaller 
beam waist and thus, puts the same energy into a smaller measurement 
volume. 
The information needed to use the optical fibers efficiently has 
been given. The next step is to apply this to development of the 
FODA module. 
15 
2~2 LASER DOPPLER ANEMOMETRY 
2.2.1 LASER ANEMOMETRY SCHEMES 
Since it was first used by Yeh and Cummins[2-8] in 1964, Laser 
Doppler Anemometry has developed into one of the more widely used 
methods of measuring fluid velocities in the lab. It has the 
important advantage over other anemometers that it does not disturb 
the motion of the fluid whose ve 1 oci ty is being measured. In other 
applications (such as measuring velocities in a combustion chamber) 
.it is the only known method that is viable. Much work has been done 
in the development of the anemometer and there are three basic 
measuring schemes[2-9:]: reference beam, dual scatter and dual beam 
modes. 
A reference beam LOA _system (-Fig. 2-6.l measures the actual 
Doppler shift in frequency of the laser light scattered from moving 
particles in the flow. The scattered light is heterodyned (or mixed) 
with unshifted light to give optical beating at the shifted 
frequency. The optical beat frequency is converted to an electrical 
signal by a photodetector and the frequency of the resultant 
electrical signal is analyzed to give the shifted frequency. The 
velocity can be calculated by knowing this frequency and the geometry 
of the optics. This method has a low signal to noise ratio and works 
best when there is a high concentration of particles in the 
16 
Beam 
frorn 
Laser 
Beam 
Splitter 
Mirror 
I 
Focusing 
Lens 
Velocity 
Component 
Measured 
Reference Beam 
Photo-
detector 
Figure 2-6. Schematic of a reference beam 
La.se.r Do·pp-ler Velocimete-r. 
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flow[2-9]. This condition along with the fact that forward 
scattering is usually required for this mode of operation, eliminated 
this method as being practical for a backscatter Fiber Optic Doppler 
Anemometer (FODA) module. 
The dual scatter met~od collects scattered light from a single 
particle at two different angles (Fig. 2-7). Light from a single 
laser beam illlJTlinates the measuring volume. Light is scattered from 
all particles in the beam in all directions (as per Mie scattering 
theory). A lens is used to collimate the light from the measurement 
_point (which is defined by the focal distance from the lens). A 
plate is then used to block all but two beams of the collected light. 
The two passed beams are parallel and equidistant from the axis of 
the laser. Re.combining ·the: beams at a photodetector will produ:ce a·n 
electrical signal whose frequency ma_y ·be used to determine the 
velocity of the scattering· partica-1. 
The dual scatter method may also be used in the backscatter 
mode, but only if sufficient light can be collected. The problem is 
that much of the scattered light is blocked and never reaches the 
photodetector. In addition, considerably less light is backscattered 
than is forward scattered. Therefore, the dual beam method was not 
pursued. 
18-
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Lens 
-
V 
Splitter 
Beam Stop 
Lens 
-------
------~-
I 
Photo-
Detector 
Aperature 
Figure· 2.-7 Schern.atic .. o·f a dua-1 s,c·atter a.nemo·meter, {.2'-7] 
The LDA mode chosen for the FODA was the dual beam mode. This 
mode offers the highest signal to noise ratio (under normal LOA 
conditions) and can easily be used in the backscatter mode. Another 
advantage of the dual beam mode is that the measuring volume is 
easily seen for alignment purposes. 
J 
The dual beam LOA takes a single laser beam and splits it into 
two equal intensity, parallel beams. These beams are focused by a 
positive lens. The beams cross at the focal point of the lens and an 
interference pattern is formed. The pattern is ,a series of equally 
.s·paced light and dark planes (called fringes). :These fringes lie in 
a plane that is perpendicular to the plane of' the two beams and 
parallel to the axis of the anemometer. The distance between the 
... 
fringes can b·e calculated from the laser wavelength and the beam 
crossing angle- as follows: 
of= A/(2 SIN(e/2)) (2-5} 
where~ is the wavelength and e is the angle between the crossed 
beams. Since the fringes are equally spaced and their distance can 
be calculated, a component of the velocity of a partical moving 
through these fringes may be det~rmined by measuring the frequency of 
the light scattered from the partical as it traverses the fringes. 
The velocity is calculated as: 
20' 
,. 
V =dist/time= D /(1/v) = 2 v SIN(e/2)/~ f 
where vis the frequency at which the light is scattered. 
(2-6) 
The light scattered from a partical passing through the fringes 
may be collected from an9 direction that is practical. However, the 
light that is forward scattered has the greatest intensity and is 
approximately two orders of magnitude greater than that of the 
backscattered light. Fortunately, the signal to noise ratio is sti-11 
sufficient for accurate velocity measurements if problems with 
. reflected light can be eliminated. This mode of LOA appears to be 
th~ best choice for a miniaturized FODA. 
2. 2. 2 SIGNAL FROM A DUAL BEAM .ANEMOMETE-R 
. . . 
. 
Iri order to successfully mak.e· velo:ci ty measurements of _bo·th 
comp . onents in a bubbly two p·h'as·e flow, the signal from each .phase 
must b·e .ex_~_mfned closely. The signal ·from a partical and that f:r·om .. a 
bubble arise in two comple·tely ·_d·fffer.ent ways. The two different 
si9:nals a.p.pear to be nearly _th~ ·same .but fortunately, the sig·nal from 
the bubbly phase has a sigrtfficantly higher amplitude than the signal 
from sma_ll particals. Th.i:S fa .. c.t a·11ows the two signals to be 
separated easlly. 
21 
The liquid phase gives a signal due to particles in the flow. 
\ 
As a particle in the liquid passes through the fringes, it scatters 
light (according to Mie scattering theory) while in the bright 
fringes scattering a much lower amount in the dark fringe (the dark 
fringe is not completely dark since the intensities of the two beams 
are not exactly equal). As the partical moves through the equally 
spaced fringes, the frequency of the light scattering is directly 
proportional to the velocity component that the anemometer is 
measuring. This is the normal dual beam LDA signal. 
The signal from the bubbly phase is generated much differently. 
Most of the bubbles are much larger than the micron sized particles 
in the- fluid. They are too large to "fit" between the fringes to 
prov.ide good visibility. Therefore, the bubble velocity cannot be 
.measure·.d in the same way that the particle's velocity is determined. 
The chara-Gteri s·ti c of a bubble in a liquid that a 11 ows its 
velocity to b~ measured in the backscatter mode is reflectivity at 
the liquid-bubble interface. Fig. 2-8 shows the surface of the 
bubble passing through the measuring volume. The intersecting beams 
are partially reflected at the liquid-vipor interface and may diverge 
slightly due to the curved surface of the bubble. If the reflected 
beams intersect, a fringe pattern is formed in space. According to 
' 
Durst [2-10], the fringe spacing in the interference pattern is: 
22 
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Fringes 
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dX = °A / ( 2 SIN 8 ) ( 2-..:s) 
where dX is the fringe spacing, A is the laser wavelength and B is 
the angle that the reflected beams cross at. As the reflecting 
bubble, partical or solid sufrace moves, the fringe pattern in space 
also moves. Thus, a phot6detector recieving this fringe pattern 
would have a frequency output that can be expressed as [2-11]: 
f ~ 2 {u COS(B) + v SIN{B))SIN(e)/A 
d 
J 
(2-9) 
where u is the component of velocity perpendicular to the plane of 
the anemometer fringes, v is the component of velocity along the 
' axis, 8 is the prev i osl y mentioned· angle, e is the half angle. between 
the anemometer beams and~ is the laser wavelenth. For small B 
(which implies a focusing lens with a focal length that is large 
compared to the bubble diameter) the above relation simplifies to the 
universal equation for LDV. 
The aperature of the collection optics plays an important role 
in the signal modulation depth (which is proportional to the 
visibility). Ideally, a maximum of one bright fringe should be 
recieved by these optics. If two bright fringes are recieved at the 
same time, at least one fringe will be recieved during the entire 
"Doppler Burst." This situation is analogous to a seeding particle 
being larger than the fringe spacing in normal LDV and is known as 
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visibility. The resultant Doppler burst will have a slightly higher 
pedastal but the photodetector output at the minimum light levels 
will be much higher. Therefore, the signal to noise ratio is also a 
function of the collection aperature [2-11]. 
The velocity information obtained from the bubbly gaseous phase 
cou.ld be used to calculate the local slip velocity. However, care 
,must- be taken in analysing the data. Since the signal is formed 
through the reflection of the two beams, the measuring volume for 
bubbles is not well defined. Where large velocity gradients exist, 
.velocity ·biasing might contribute to improper average bubble 
v .. elociti·es. This aspect of velocity -measurements from reflecting 
s·urfa.ces needs to be stud·.;ed ~nd none of the references noted have 
mentioned_. this problem. 
2.2.3 SIGNAL PROCESSING 
The velocity signals developed by a du-al beam anemometer in a 
bubbly multiphase flow are not all the same. The velocity signal of 
the liquid phase is due to small particles suspended in the liquid 
traversing the fringes in the beam crossing. The velocity signal 
from a bubble is due to the fringes formed in space from the beams 
reflected from the bubble. The two signals are slightly different in 
that the bubble signal has a larger pedestal. 
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Processing the signals from a multiphase flow presents an 
additional difficulty. The velocity signal from bubbles occurrs very 
• 
infrequently in some flows. In addition, while a bubble velocity is 
being measured, there is no signal observed due to the liquid phase. 
The discontinuous signals restrict the frequency to velocity 
conversion to specific tipes of signal processors. 
The signal processor must be able to discern between the bubble 
and fluid velocity signals. Since the bubble's signal is due to the 
beams reflected from its surface, the light in~nsity recieved from 
. it by the photodetector should be considerably higher than that of 
the liquid. In addition, the liquid signal has a lower intensity due 
to the low amount of Mie backscatter. 
The best signal processor to use in thiS situatic>n is a counter 
type signal processor with amplitude discrimination. A counter 
processor is a basically a modified frequency counter. However, 
instead of counting the number of cycles in a fixed time period, the 
counter processor gives the time for a preset number of Doppler 
cycles. This information is obtained digitally and used to calculate 
the Doppler frequency. This processor does not require a continuous 
signal and it can distinguish between the liquid phase signal and the 
bubbly phase signal with its stronger signal via amplitude 
discrimination. Using a frequency tracker would not provide a means 
to determine which phase was present nor can it work efficiently on a 
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discontinuou~ sig~al. The only other alternative would be a spectrum 
analyzer. 
The fundamen~l needs of the FODA have been discussed. The 
anemometer will operate in the dual beam backscatter mode and a 
counter type signal proce~sor with amplitude discrimination will be 
used. 
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2.3 TWO-PHASE FLOW 
2.3.1 THE TWO-PHASE FLOW PROBLEM 
A multiphase flow can be defined as the movement of more than 
one of the three phases of matter through or about some region. 
Depending on the purpose of the flow, the region may contain two of 
three of the different phases and may also contain any number of 
chemical species. These different phases interact and exchange 
energy, momentum and mass {provided that the two phases react 
chemically}. Mathematically, these flows are extremely complex and 
the information needed to work with these flows is obtained 
.ex per i men ta 11 y • 
Two-phas.e ·f·low problems may not be solved- analyticall_y si.:nce 
there are so many unknowns to calculate. There are enough equations 
for closure but for a simple liqu_id-vapor two-phase flow of only two 
components, there are twelve equations in twelve unknowns [2-12]. At 
the interface between each phase, boundary conditions ap_ply, making 
an exa:-ct so·l,ution extremely unlikely. 
·2 •.. 3. 2 TWO-PHASE FLOW REGIMES 
Two-phase flows occur in applications ranging from cryrogenics 
I 
and petroleum plants to power and steam generation. These flows are 
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studied experime~tally so that operational characteristics may be 
predicted (especially in the nuclear power industy). Since there are 
so many different types of two-phase flows, the first step 
researchers have taken is to classify the various kinds of flows. 
There are four basic categories of two-phase flows including mist,
 
annular, slug and bubbli two-phase flows. 
A mi st flow· ·; s described as a gaseous fl ow with 1 i quid droplets 
entrained in it. Most of the volume flowing through a pipe, for 
example, would contain the gaseous phase. Examples of a mist flow
 
would include the later ·-segme.nts of an evaporator, some saturated 
steam flows :and fog. 
A·h a.nnu:J::ar flo:w ~onsists of a layer o·f liquid on the wall of the 
p·i pe sur.r.oundi:ng an·d. being pulle.d along by a vapor stream l oca.ted 
i.n 
the center of· the pipe. This class of flow would o.ccur i.n the sam
e 
kinds of sittJ'ations as a mist. flow except that the a.nnular flows 
precede the mist flows. 
A slug flow is characterized by relatively la.rge bu.b:bl~s. The 
bubble diameter would exceed the pipe diameter but is confined. T
he 
result is a cylindrical slug with a parabolic end in the direction
 
of flow and usually a flattened surface on the trailing end. The 
.. 
slug tends to push the liquid along before·it. The slugs usually 
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pass a fixed point at regular intervals and in this manner the two 
phases flow through the device. 
Slug flows would usually occur just before annular flows and 
after bubbly flows in the example of an evaporator. A bubbly flow 
has smaller bubbles than~does a slug flow and usually would occur in 
the region from the beginning of the evaporator to the point where 
slugs first form. The bubbles tend to be randomly located in the 
'flow. In the example of an evaporator, as heat is added to the. 
1·ncoming liquid, bubbles are formed as the liquid reaches its 
sa tura ti on temperature. These bubbles con ti not~e t·o grow and new 
bubbles form which later ·coalesce to form: :larger 'bub.bles and/.o.:r 
slugs .• 
2.3.·J: TWO-PHASE FLOW PARAMETERS 
All of the flow r·egimes contain varyi·ng amounts of the different 
pba-s-es. Several parameters have been defined that quantitatively 
describe the flow. In short, these quanti"ties describe what volume or 
mass of each phas~ flows at some location, the velocities of each 
phase and the drop ln pressure as the phases flow in some ··device. 
The void fraction, a, is defined as: 
C" 
(2-10) 
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where v9 is the volume of the gaseous phase and v1 is the volume of 
the liquid phase flowing through some region. It is the time average 
fraction of the total volume that the gaseous phase occupies in the 
flow. There is a similar definition for the liquid fraction, a 1 . 
A 1 so, note that a 9 + a .e. ~ 1. 
A measure of the fraction of the total mass flowing through the 
region is described by the parameter quality. The quality of a 
two-phase flow is defined as 
x = w /(w + w1) V V 
-(2-11} 
where wv is the mass flowrate of vapor and w1 is the mass flowrate of 
the liquid. 
The li qui.d and vapor mean ve loci ti es n1ay b.e deduced by knowing 
the volumetric flowrate_s ·of each phase and the cross-sectional flow 
area. The me.an V'eloci. ti es are c.a l cul a ted as f o 11 ows: 
:lf. =· Q • / ( A * a . ) 
1 1 1 
i = l,v 
r 
:( 2-12l 
where Q. is the volumetric flowrate of phase i, A is the flow area 
1 
and ai is the volume fraction of phase i. 
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Finally, the local slip velocity is defined as the ratio of tb.e 
vapor v e 1 o c i ty to the 1 i qui d v e 1 o c i ty , i . e . , 
(2-13) 
The quantities of interest in a two phase flow are usua.lly the 
pressure loss through the device, the void fraction and possibly the 
heat transfer. Since these may not be calculated fro~ the governing 
fluid mechanics equations, correlations based on experimental data 
·have been proposed by man~ authors ([2-13] among several). There are 
correlation.s for pressure loss, heat transfer, void fraction and flow 
regime to name a few. Many of these correlations are surpr·i·singly 
accurate and versatile. 
The rate of heat transfer to a two-phase flow may be calculated 
as the sum of forced convection and boiling heat transfer as follows: 
{q)total = (q)boiling + (q)forced convection 
with the forced convection term being the Dittus-Boelter equation 
[2-14] with a slight modification: the coefficient of 0.023 is 
replaced by 0.019 [2-15]. McAdams, et. al. [2-16] proposed the 
following correlation for the boiling heat transfer: 
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,, 
(q)boflfng = 2.253(T-Tw)*~3.96 W/m**2 (2-14) 
for pressures greater than 0.2 and less than 0.7 MPa. This 
correlation could be applied to a bubbly two-phase flow with heated 
walls. 
I 
A major breakthrough in the correlation of two-phase flow data 
was made by Martinelli and his co-workers [2-13]. The two-phase flow 
pressure loss and also void fraction may be correlated versus a 
single parameter that is calculated from the properties of the two 
·phases and the flow quality. The void fraction has been correlated 
directly while the pres-s-ur·e loss ·;s -car-related a.s 
.. l l =· . . ,-v 
Glitt is correlated against xtt which is calculated as: 
0.571 0. 143 
where v = average specific volume 
µ = viscosity 
x = quality 
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1 
- -X 
( 2-15) 
( 2-16) 
These correlations are shown in Fig. 2-9. These correlations work 
well in most flow regimes and equally well in vertical as well as 
horizontal flows. 
Unfortunately, these correlations tend to cover-up some of the 
physics involved in the c6mplicated two-phase flows. Therefore, much 
more work needs to be done in the area of two-phase flow to learn the 
fundamental phenomena that occur. Useful information would include 
the velocity prof i 1 es of the two phases and the local void fraction. 
This information could be used to improve the existing models for 
.two-pha·se flow. The previously described FODA would provide a very 
usef .. ul tool for gathering some of thi·s much needed information. 
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3. DEVELOPMENT OF THE FODA 
A Miniaturized Fiber Optic Laser Doppler Anemometer (FODA) 
module capable of measuring two components of flow velocity in the 
backscatter mode would be a useful tool in the study of fluid flow. 
The illuminating laser light could be guided to the module via 
multimode optical waveguides and the collected backwards scattered 
light could be returned to a photodetector via a similar fiber. The 
small size would facilitate placement of the module directly in the 
flow to be studied when optical access becomes a problem. 
There have been several FODAs developed for various 
applications. Several authors [3-1 - 3-3] have constructed reference 
beam velocimeters that Use nearly the- same the· same optical geometry. 
These FODAs were mainly used in medic.al r·e,sea.rch to study the blood 
flow in vivo, but their use c:o·uld inc:lud·e· tnany other engineering 
appl i ca ti ens. 
Two anemometers [3-1,3-2] use a single fiber to generate a 
reference beam from the light reflected from the fiber exit (Fig. 
3-1). The light exiting the fiber travels in a cone that defines the 
measurement volume. This light is scattered by particles.passing 
through this cone and some of this Doppler shifted light is reflected 
back into the fiber. At the opposite end of the fiber (where the 
illt.Dninating light entered), the reference and shifted beams must be 
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combined on a square law (or other non-linear) photodetector where 
they heterodyne. The resultant signal is the Doppler frequency 
shift. The main difference between the anemometer of Tanaka and 
Benedek [3-1] and that of Cookson and Bandyopadhyay [3-2] lies in the 
manner in which they place the illuminating light into the fiber and 
I 
remove the two beams from it in order to heterodyne the beams at the 
photodetector. 
This type of anemometer was used to measure b1ood velocities in 
vivo. The major drawbacks of this technique are that the measuring 
vol LU11e is not we 11 defined and that the velocity vector must be known 
a priori. The velocity component that is measured lies along the 
axis of the fiber (at the output). Finally, since the measurment 
volume typically extends about one m·illime:ter from the end of the 
fiber, the fiber must be pl.aced irr the flow, eliminating the 
_ non-intrusive featurt of Laser Dopplet Velocimetry(LDV). 
Watkins and Holloway [3-3] developed a two fiber system for 
measuring blood flow in skin (Fig. 3-2). One fiber transmitted 
illuminating light to the skin surface. There, light scattered from 
the stationary skin forms a reference beam while that scattered from 
moving blood cells forms a Doppler shifted beam. The remaining fiber 
collects these two beams and directs them to a square law 
photodetector where the change in frequency is detected through 
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Skin 
' 
'· 
heterodyn1ng. This technique suffers from the same drawbacks as th
e 
previously mentioned anemometers. 
Danel [3-4] used a multimode fiber as a link between 
conventional LDV optics and the laser. He also used optics to 
co 11 ect the backscattered 11 g ht and p 1 ace ft into a similar fiber i
n 
order to return the light to a remote photodetector. The results 
Danel obtained indicate that the output of a multimode graded index
 
fiber may be used to produce fringes of sufficient quality that 
accurate LDV measurements may be made. 
Stngle mode optical fi·bers have also been used to construct dual 
beam anemometers that operate in the back sea tter mode. Verber and 
Harmer[3-5] crossed the diverging outputs of two single mode fibers 
(similar to Fig. 3-3) to produce fringes. A multimode fiber was 
p:l.aced between the first two fibers in order to collect the light 
scattered from particles passing through the fringes. The fringe 
spacing was calculated using the half angle between the two 
illuminating fibers. This scheme would appear to offer high fringe
 
quality (due to the single mode fibers) and small size; however, this 
method should suffer from the same fringe spacing irregularities th
at 
occur when the two beams of a conventional dual beam system cross a
t 
other than the beam waist. No measurement results are available to
 
indicate how well the anemometer works. 
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ln an improvement to the design of Verber and Harmer [3-5], 
Bo1arsk1 and Kingsley [3-6] added lenses at the outputs qf the 
illuminating fibers to ensure that both beams cross such that 
uniformly spaced fringes are produced (Fig. 3-3). They also added a 
lens at the collection fiber. Finally, frequency shifting was 
~tilfzed at the input of both fibers to allow detection of flow 
~v¢rs,1s. The optics were ~ounted in a miniature module but again, 
no, ex_pe_rime:.rrtal results are listed to i-ndicate accurracy. 
This anemome·ter S·h'otrl d perform we 11. I ts sma 11 size would al 1 ow 
. it to be placed d irec.tl__y. in the fl ow to be· s t_ud i ed, if necessary. 
Its high contrast fringe~ should ali6 yteld qua1i~ Doppler bursts 
and the abi 1 i ty to .add frequency s.hif ting is an ilddi ti ona 1 benefit. 
Unfortunately, single mode fibers are ni6re difficult t;o work with 
than the much thicker multimode fibers and also break much easier. A . ' ' - - .. · . . . . . 
FODA utilizing multimode fibers should be more reli.able and easier to 
work with. 
Neti and Colella [3-7] produced two different designs fot a FODA 
utilizing multimode fibers. In their first design (Fig. 3-4), the 
output of a multimode fiber was collimated such that the beam 
diameter was approximately one half inch. A beam stop was designed 
with two small holes (approximately 50 mils in diameter) placed 
axisymmetrically. The two holes allowed part of the previously 
collimated beam to pass through, thus creating two parallel beam.~:, 
.42 
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The intensities were then equalized by rotating the beam stop until 
two portions of the speckle pattern were found that contained equal 
intensities. The two pa.rallel beams were then crossed by a lens to 
produce fringes. The light scattered from particles passing through 
these fringes was collected by a separate forward scatter module that -
guided the light into a second multimode fiber. This module design 
(called a Dot-FODA) was shown to be very accurate by making velocity 
measurements on a rotating disc and was also used to measure velocity 
profiles of both phases in a bubbly two-phase flow. These profiles 
were also measured by commercial LDV optics with good agr·ee,nent 
.between the two anemom.te.rs. 
The second design of Neti and Colella utilized a cube beam 
/ 
splitter to divide the recollimated output of a multimode fiber into 
four beams (Fig. 3-5) .. This 11 Prism-FODA 11 produced two pairs of 
overlapping beams by centering the "splitting plane" of the cube 
along the .axis of the beam, each semi-circle of the beam's 
cross-section is 50% transmitted and 50% reflected at the splitting 
plane. The result is a pair of parallel beams, each containing two 
overlapping beams. The advantage of this scheme is that the speckle 
pattern of each final beam is somewhat reduced by the overlap, 
thereby ensuring a more uniform set of fringes in the measurement 
VO l LIJle. 
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The "two" beams of the Pr1sm-F0DA are then crossed by a focusing 
lens. The scattered light from particles passing through the fringes 
was collected by the same fiber optic collection module as with the 
4lilio Dot-FODA. A photograph of the expanded measuring volume ([3-7], page 
3-20) indicated that the fringes are somewhat distorted, suggesting 
.I 
that the module may not be accurrate. However, the results of several 
velocity profiles taken under the same test conditions with the 
Prism-FODA, the Dot-FODA and a conventional LDV system show good 
agreement. 
An important conclusion that may be drawn from the works of 
Danel and Neti and Colella is that the recollimated output of a 
multimode fiber will indeed produce fringes of sufficient quality to 
make velocity measurements in the dual beam mode. Care must be taken 
in choosing the optics for such an anemometer, but the porential 
remains for a miniaturized LDV sysrem using fiber optic waveguides 
and capable of velocity measurements distant from the laser and the 
photodetector. 
3.1 BACKSCATTER PRISM FODA 
I 
The first task of this work was to modify the Prism-FODA such 
that backscatter measurements could be made. Neti and Colella show a 
sinJle collection fiber placed behind the focusing lens of their .. , 
anemometer but never mention its use. The same optical configuration 
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(reconstructed) failed to collect .strf·fici·ent light for velocity 
measurements, even from a rotating plexiglass disc that was known to 
give strong signals. However, forward scatter collection produced a 
good Doppler signal. 
The s:fn_gle ·collecti6n f't.ber does not collect the scattered light 
from a ve.ry· large sol id ang-le:.. The amount of light back-scattered is
 
small to. begin with so ·th·at as Jn.Llch light. should be collected as 
possible.. To this end, ~ .col J·ecti.on ·scheme with a smaller f nu·mber 
was desi:~tned. that a·tr·ects· ··the scattere·d light into the .mul timode 
fiber. 
The pla.ce·merrt: .. a·nd: de .. sign .o·f· the .b'ackscatter co·llec:t.i'Qn o.pti,cs: 
. . 
. 
w.:as 'severely: l·i mi ted by the sm'a.11 b:eam spacing of t.he cube be.am 
S·Pl i tter. The, ·opti:cs: ca·nnot i.n.terfere with these beams y·et mus··t be 
as large in diame~er a:s po.ss:it~le a:nd short in length. The remal:n·in9.· 
constraint on the o·pttcs is that the 1·ight :rnust enter the· ·fiber wi:·th 
arr angle of incidence consistent with the numerical aper·atu·re... lf 
·t.hi s .. condition is not met, sea ttered light wi 11 be. collected by ·th·e· 
·op:tic·s but not coup .. 1:.ed into the fiber and there.f:o·re, wasted. 
Th.e .re.quft·e:d ,s1s·tem was designed (Fig. ·3-5) and constructed. 
using Plexiglass to hold the optical components in place. 
Unfortunately, two factors contributed to the inability of this 
.. 
module to obtain a Doppler signal. The first was that no provisiori's.
 
were made in the module design to optimize the collec
tion optics. 
This was the result of a simple design and the build-u
p of machining 
tolerances caused the location of the collection fibe
r to be 
off-center of the image of the crossing volume. How
ever, even ff the 
collection optics could have been optimized, it is do
ubtful that the 
~ 
module would have worked since the four beams exiting
 the cube beam 
splitter were not parallel and/or overlapping. This 
was caused by an 
inaccurate cube. This might also explain the waviness 
of the fringes 
photographed by Neti and Colella. Since cube beam sp
litters were not 
designed to be used in this manner, it would be diff
icult to find 
·one that was "perfect" and we have found that any ske
wness in th.e. 
·beams will cause wavy fringes. 
The fact that cube beam splitters were not designed t
o be used 
to split a beam in this manner and resulted in four d
iverging beams, 
plus the limited spacing between the beams, even if th
e cube produced 
p.arallel. beams, led to the decision to pursue a diffe
rent approach. 
3.2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE ·ONE COMPONENT FODA 
Rejection of the cube as a beam splitter created the need for· a 
new, more efficient beam splitter. No commercially a
vailable 
splitters were readily found that offered compact siz
e and a small 
beam spacing .. Since Danel [3-4] showed tha·t the recollimated o
utput 
of a multimode fiber produced fringes with commercial 
LDV optics, it 
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was decided to construct a splitter using simple components and 
incorporating the splitter into a modular design. 
The new splitter design was extremely simple. It used a 
partially silvered (50-50) mirror as the beam splitter and then a 
right angle prism to aligh the beams and give the desired beam 
separation (Fig. 3-6). A prototype produced nice, flat fringes 
although some regions appeared to have lower contrast between light 
and dark fringes (resulting from the fact that the two beam 
intensities were not equal and also the influence of the speckle 
.pattern). An important feature noted by Neti and Colella and also 
seen again with this prototype was that even though the speckle 
pattern moves (due to movement of the fiber), the fringe pattern 
remains fixed in space. This fact is vital to LDV applica-tions· s·inc·e· 
moving fringes may irilply a velocity component measurement. 
There were several advantages to building the.beam splitter. 
The components (50-50 beam splitter, right angle prism) were readily 
available· and also came in convinient &ize:s.. Secondly, the beam 
spacing could pe made to fit the collection optic instead of vice 
versa. Finally, the splitter requires no bulky prisms or cubes. The 
minimum size of the required mirrors is only slightly larger than the 
recollimated beam diameter whereas the prism cube splitter was 15mm 
on a side. The diagonal of the cube was 21mm while the beam spacing 
was less than 12mm, which is not a very efficient use of space. 
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The disadvantage of building a splitter was that it had t
o be 
accurately aligned in order to produce flat fringes. Thi
s required 
positioners to adjust the components. The adjustments were also made 
by visual judgement as to when the beams were no longer skew and then 
checked for parallelicity'by measuring the beam displacem
ent at a 
large distance from the module (approximately three meters). The 
output of the fiber could not be perfectly recollimated, 
so at three 
meters from the module, the beams were several times the
ir origional 
diameter. This added to the inaccuracy of measuring the 
distance 
.between the two beams. However, with sufficient care tak
en in 
aligning the splitter, accurately parallel beams could be
 obtained. 
'-
The new beam splitter allowed any reason~ble diameter for
 the 
backscatter collection optics. The design of the collect
ion optics 
had the same requirements as earlier. Calculations were 
performed to 
select the combination of lenses which gave the shortest 
overall 
length for a given collection diameter. The chosen lense
s are given 
in Table 3.1. For the collection optics, the equivalent 
focal length 
was (with D=l71'1'11l and the ITT graded index fiber with a numerical 
aperature of 0.25) 
f = 4.73 D = 80mm (3-1) 
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-The actual focal length was calculated to be 21mm, a reduction of 70S 
f n length. 
LENS 
Focusing 
Co 11 e ct i on .l 
Co 11 ect:.i on 2 
R·ecol l ima ti on 
DIA. 
26mm 
17mm 
8mm 
10mm 
.F. L. 
40 or 60mm 
23mm 
-8mm 
8mm 
Table 3.1 Lenses use·d in backscatter FODA 
With the l·ense.s selectecJ, _a sing.le co:mponent FODA prototype was 
designed and constructed. Figure 3-7 shows the design of the 
integrated optical module. All of the lenses were mounted in fixed: 
locations for ruggedness. The collection optics were not focused but 
the lenses were placed at the calculated locations. F·ocusing the 
collection optic-s ma:y have improved the signal to n·oise ratio. 
The output of the illuminating fiber was recollimated by a lens. 
The beam diameter can be calculated from the numerical aperature of 
the fiber and the focal length of the lens. The diameter of this 
beam (in air) is given by the following relation: 
d ·= 2· F Tan (Sin-! (N.A.)) ( 3··-.2) 
0, 
W: 
Fiber from 
Laser 
Recollimation 
Lens 
Collection 
Fiber and 
Windowmount 
Beam Splitter 
First Surface 
Mirror 
--
/ 
_ _/ 
Backscattered 
Light , 
Measurement· 
Volume 
~-Transmitting Lens 
l ,2 Backscatter 
Cdllection Lenses. 
:Figure 3-7 Schematic o·f the ·s; ngl e· Com_ponen_t "FO·DA: 
.·• 
where: 
d = beam diameter 
F = focal length of recollimation lens 
N.A. = numerical aperature of fiber 
J 
The beam ·must be well collimated. This was accomplished by 
viewing the "spot" from the beam on a distant wall and minimizing its 
area. This procedure was done with the lens installed in the module 
and the fiber end held by a suitable arrangement. When the beam was 
·recollimated and also properly aligned in the module, the fiber and 
holder were pertnanentTy· glue.din place:. 
The beam splitter was placed in the module next. A positioner 
was used to aid in this critical alignment. The alignment was 
accomplished with the aid of passageways for the beams that were cut 
into the module body. The passages were accurately machined for this 
purpose and also provided the required conduits for the beams to 
propagate through. Once aligned, the splitter was glued into place 
using optical adhesive. 
The right angle prism was the next component to be installed. 
This prism had to be precisely aligned because the beam spacing (and 
therefore the cente.r of the module) and the parallelicity of the 
beams all depended on this adjustment. The two beams and the axis of 
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the anemometer must lie in the same plane. If the beam leaving the 
prism was not parallel, the measuring volllTle would be distorted and 
would contain wavy fringes (if the beams intersect at all). 
Aligning the right angle prism required several adjus'bnents and 
great care. The two beams must be coplaner with the module axis and 
must also be equidistant from this centerline. The distance from the 
center was determined by centering the beams in channels cut into the 
module body. To make the two beams parallel, the laser power was 
turned up and the room lights turned off so that the two beams could 
be viewed {a smoky or dusty room helps in visualizing the beams). 
The skewness of the beams can be determined by sighting along the 
plane of the beams. The two beams should appear as one from this 
vantage point. The beams may also be ma:de par_alle'l by adjusting the 
rotation of the prism so that the spacing of the b·eams at the exit of 
the module. is maintained for a relatively long distance. Accurracy 
·is· Ji'mited, due to the sligh-·t d:ivergence of the beams, but is still 
·ve·ry good. 
At this point, the module had two parallel beams emerging from 
its front. A lens was used to cross the two beams to ; nspect the 
fringes that were formed. Flat parallel fringes were observed with 
.good contrast between the bright and dark fringes (Fig. 3-8). These 
fringes were superimposed on the speckle pattern. 
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Figure J-8. 
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Fringes formed by the crossing 
of the two beams derived from 
the recollimated output of a 
graded index multimode fiber. 
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This module was then placed such that the measuring volume was 
• 
in the glass test section and the flow turned on. Forward scatter 
collection optics were used to determine whether or not measurable 
Doppler bursts were produced. When properly aligned, an excellent 
signal was obtained, despite the presence of the speckle. 
J 
~aving shown that the recollimated output of a graded index 
multimode fiber could be used for LDV in the dual beam forward 
scatter mode, it was decided to complete the backscatter collection 
optics. The remaining lenses were installed in the module. The 
collection fiber was then glued normal to an optical window using 
optical·:adhesive. This was done for two reasons: the first is that 
the· otical ashesive between the fiber end and the window may have 
s~rved as an index matching fluid; finally, this allows the fiber end 
to be rigidly fastened while still allowing the fiber end assembl·y to 
be moved. 
The optical adhesiV:e used was a polymer that was cured using 
ultraviolet light. This adhesive was found to improve the 
transmission of light through ground glass surfaces to the point 
where they appeared polished. Since Danel [3-4] successfully used 
index matching fluid to improve the fiber output in his work, it was 
thought that this might improve coupling into the fiber. However, 
this was not found to be very critical. 
The main reason the collection fiber was glued to an optical 
window was in order to rigidly hold the fiber end. The fiber was 
glued to the window which was then glued to the module. This allowed 
easier optimization of the collection optics. The fiber was also 
supported by a small plastic piece that strengthened the mounting. 
To align the collection fiber, the module was again placed such 
that the measuring volume was in the flowloop. The flowloop was 
started and the signal processing equipment turned on. The output 
end of the collection fiber was placed in an adapter that sealed off 
·outside light from the photo-tube used while holding the fiber end 
securely. The filters on the signal processor (TSI model 1980A) were 
set such that only the pedastal of the Dpppler signal would pass (low 
pass filtered). The filtered and amplified signal was then viewed on 
an oscilloscope .. 
The fi"ber and optical window were clamped to an X-Y traversing 
table. The fiber and holder were placed .at the rear of the module and 
moved about until 1 the maximum pedastal height was observed. The 
fi-.be·r end was now in the vicinity of the image of the crossing 
volume. Changing the filters from the low pass settings that gave 
only the pedastal to a bandpass setting that would pass the expected 
Doppler frequency should show some form of a Doppler burst, however 
noisy. 
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The Doppler signal may now be optimized. Using the X-Y table, 
the fiber holder was moved about untfll the best signal was observed 
on an oscilloscope. When this has been done, the coupling of light 
into the transmission fiber from the laser should be adjusted until 
the signal is again optimized. Readjusting the collection fiber 
should improve the signal' still more. This iterative proceedure was 
followed until no further improvements were noticed. At this point, 
the collection fiber was glued in place and the module was completed .. 
The velocity versus radius of a rotating Pl ex i gl as disc was then 
measured to determine the accuracy of the module. The beam crossing 
angle had to be measured first in order to ca 1 cul ate the fringe 
spaci.ng_. The ve 1 oci ty of the disc at several radii was measured and 
a least squa.res analysis used to determine the slope. The data fit a 
straight line with a very high correlation coefficient and a slope 
that i ndi ca ted an angular ve 1 oci ty that was 2. 7'1, different than that 
measured with a Strobotac. 
) 
A single phase velocity profile was then measured in the 
flowloop. The data was integrated to obtain the average velocity. 
The result was within 10 percent of the average velocity as 
determined from the flowmeter in the loop. 
> I 
j 
.' ' 
3.3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE TWO COMPONENT SYSTEM 
At this point, a single component FODA had been developed. It 
featured backscatter operation, transmission of the illuminating 
laser light from the laser to the module via graded index multimode 
fiber, transmission of the collected scattered light to a remote 
photodetector via a similar fiber and a compact size. The optical 
systems in the module were simple enough that a second component 
could be added. The second component would have fringes of a 
different color laser light that were orthogonal to those of the 
. first component. The additional light could be brought to the module 
via a third fiber while the collected backscattered light could be 
coupled into the same fiber as for the first component. The two 
signals could then be split and sent tb ind~pendent photodetectors, 
thus providing two components of vel ot:i ty ·inf onna t.i on. 
The blue (488nm) and' g.re.en ( 51·4 •. 5.nmJ. 1 i-n·es. of an argon ion laser 
were used for the two component modu·1e s:i_.nce t~·ese 1 i nes are of 
nearly the same power. These: lines need.ed to be separated from the 
rest of the lines and coupled into individual fibers for transmission 
to the module. Two methods of separating the output were tried and 
the better of the two was selected. 
The two laser lines were separated by using prisms and 
interference filters. Two prisms were used "in series 11 to provide a 
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large dispersion between the laser lines (Fig. 3-9). When the blue 
and green lines were sufficiently separated in distance, they were 
coupled into separate fibers as before. This method wasted a large 
fraction of the laser light through reflections. 
' 
The use of interferehce filters was found to be more efficient. 
These ·filters pass only a narrow band of light while reflecting all 
other wavelengths. Therefore, by placing the filter at a small angle 
from perpendicular, one "pure" beam of the selected color would 
emerge while all other colors were reflected (Fig. 3-10)~ A second 
.filter in the reflected beam passed only the remaining desired 
wavelength, again reflecting the undesired radiation. 
Wavelength selection utilizing interference filters proved to be 
more efficient, less dangerous and simpler to set up. The amount of 
reflected beams was significantly reduced to an easily blockable 
number. Therefore, this was the method chosen for separating the 
laser lines. 
The two beams of light were brought to the module in separate 
fibers. The output of each was recollimated and split as for the 
single component module. The two systems had to be aligned 
accurately with respect to one another. The four beams emerging from 
the two beam splitters had to be parallel and properly located in the 
module for it to work properly in the backscatter mode. 
. 6.1 
Beam Containing 
.__ ____ L_a_s_e_r _______ ___.A 11 Ar- I on Lines 
Equilateral 
Prisms 
488nm Be-am to 
Fiber Optic 
Figore 3~9- Separatt.on of Laser Lines Using Equilateral ~risms 
514.5nm Beam 
to Fiber Optic 
-...:.. __ 
''Green'' Fiber 
Laser 
514.5nm Beam 
to Fiber 
Green Interference 
Filter (514.5nm) 
Reflected 
Beam 
Blue Interference 
Filter (4~8nm) 
..-----~ "Blue" Ffber 
Laser Beam from Argon Ion Laser 
Containing All Lines 
488nm Beam 
to Fiber 
Figure ·3:-10 Separation· of Lase-r Lines U,sing_ In:terf.erence: Filters 
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The backscatter collection optics formed a small i
mage of the 
beam crossing at the collection fiber. For this r
eason, the 
collection optics were difficult to optimize. Sin
ce the same 
collection fiber was used to collect the scattered
 light from both 
components, their beam c~ossings must accurately c
oincide. This adds 
additional conditions of accuracy to the already s
tringent 
requirements. No Doppler signal will be obtained 
if the light 
scattered from the fringes does not reach the pho
todetector. 
Therefore, the four beams must be parallel to the 
axis of the module, 
.equidistant from this axis and be mutually parall
el. 
The required module was designed and constructed. 
The module 
was exactly the same design as the single compone
nt module with a 
second system added at right angles to the first (Fig. 3-11).
 The 
two colors of laser light were brought in through 
two separate 
fibers. The reco1·11mated beams from the two fiber
s were first 
aligned in the module body with no focusing lens i
nstalled. They were 
required to be accurately spaced and parallel. X-
Y positioners were 
used to move the fibers to the proper locations w
here they were glued 
in place. The alignment then proceeded as before,
 taking care to 
meet the additional requirements. The crossing p
oints were observed 
upon completion of assembly and when they coincide
d properly, the 
collection fiber was installed and optimized for o
ne color(the second 
c~lor system was not adjustable). 
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Figure )-11. Two Component Backscatter FODA schematic. 
The module was ready to be tested. The beam crossing angles 
were then measured. The module was then used to measure velocity 
versus radius for the rotating plexiglass disc previously used. The 
module was oriented such that the velocity vector made approximately 
a 45 degree angle with both velocity axes of t·he beam crossings. At 
each radial location, the two components of velocity were measured 
one at a time by selectively filtering the output of the collection 
fiber prior to the phototube. A least squares analysis of the 
resultant velocity agreed with the previous Strobotac value of 
an g u l a r v el o c i ty w i th i n ·2 % ( Fi g . 3-12 ) . An exam pl e of a Dopp l er 
Burst from the module in a single phase liquid flow is shown in Fig. 
3-13. 
At this ;point,. further dev·elopment of the backscatter FODA was 
suspended. The module developed indicated that the output of graded 
index multimode fiber :ma·y be -recollimated and used directly for 
·acc·urate dual beam ·anemometry. The module also featured backscatter ,, 
operation (which is essential for remote operation) and the 
capability for simultaneous, two component. velocity measurement. 
Application of the module to measurements in bubbly steam-water two 
phase flow in a vertical tube is described in the next section. 
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FIGURE 3-13 Doppler Burst from a Liquid Flow Using 
the Two Component Backscatter FODA 
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4. TEST APPARATUS AND RESULTS 
The backscatter two component FODA was used to measure velocity 
profiles in a vertical two phase flow in a circular tube. Of interest 
were the axial velocity profiles of both phases of the cocurrent bubbly 
steam-water two-phase flow.~ Axial turbulence intensities were also 
measured and compared favorably to measurements reported in the 
1 i tera ture. 
4~1 Test Apparatus 
T·he velocity profiles were measured in a recirculating flow loop 
(Fig. 4-1). A glass test section 1.2 meters long with an inside 
dfame.ter of 28.1 centimeters was utilized to provide optical access to 
the flow. The water was stored in the 160 liter main tank. This tank 
c_ontained 5 kilowatts of electrical resistance heater to heat the water 
and flowloop up to the saturation temperature (100 degrees Celsius). 
The Centrifugal pump was capable of pumping 0.6 liters per second at a 
discharge pressure of 140 l<iloPascals. An accumulater was installed to 
maintain a steady pressure. A bypass flowpath was provided to help 
regulate the flow to the test section without overloading the pump. 
The flow through the test section was measured to within 2 percent 
using a calibrated rotometer. 
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Figure 4-1. Schematic of Flowloop. 
- Main Tank 
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During testing. the loop was heated to saturation temperature with 
water circulating. This heated the entire loop. including the one inch 
schedule-40 stainless steel pipe. The loop was also insulated with 
fiberglass pipe insulation to reduce heat loss. 
Art electric heater was' placed about forty diameters upstream of 
the entrance to the test section. This heater was used to generate 
steam and the power input to the heater could be controlled by a 
variac. This heater provided up to one kilowatt of heat to the 
saturated liquid. The heat input was measured to within 3 percent 
using a digital voltmeter. The loop temperature was measured at both 
the storage tank and about six diameters downstream of the measurement 
point to within 0.2 degrees Celsius. 
The final component in the flowloop is the constant head tank. 
This ~ssured steady conditions in the test section at the measurement 
point. It also helped to separate the steam from the liquid before 
recycling the liquid. A drain in the bottom of this tank completes the 
loop back to the main tank. 
A schematic of the electronic set-up is shown in Figure 4-2. The 
signal from the photomultiplier tube was fed directly to the signal 
., 
processor. The filtered and amplified signal was then displayed on an 
oscilloscope. A frequency counter was connected to the data ready 
output of the signal processor to monitor the data rate. Finally, the 
Photo- Signal 20 ~ MINC ~1i ni -
Detector Processor , Computer 
' 
Oscilloscope Frequency 
(Filtered Signal) Counter (Data Rate) 
' 
Figure- 4-2. Electronic Signal Processing Schematic. 
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digital outputs from the signal processor were interfaced to a Digital 
Equipment Corporation MINC minicomputer. The individual measurements 
were recorded by the computer and the data was reduced after collecting 
a predetermined number of valid data points (usually 500). The program 
calculated the mean velocity and RMS fluctuation of the axial velocity 
component. 
4.2 Measurement Details 
The beam crossing of the anemometer must be atcura·te:ly traversed 
through the flow to be studied. The reflected beams fr~ the far wall 
of the tube were used to ensure that the measuring volume was along a 
diameter of the pipe. The radius of the measurement was determined bf 
u·.si·ng a small traversf:ng table with a micrometer that provided accu.rate 
movement. After aligning the anemo_meter ax_i_s (and that of the 
traversing table) with a tube diameter,_ th~ beam crossing was placed on 
th.e outside wall of the g·lass :pipe and the micrometer reading recorded 
as a reference valua~ The beam ~rossing was then moved into the glass 
tube where measurements were taken. The true location of the beam 
crossing in the pipe was found by using the· fol lowing correction: 
tan e 
r - R CY y . f) 0 t - - - -re· tan e l 
where r = radius of measurement 
R = radius of pipe= 14.1mm 
Y = micrometer reading 
,,, 
ta.n e, (4-1) 
tan e:2 
Yref = reference micrometer reading 
t = test section wall thickness 
e = beam crossing half angle 0 
_1 [sin e0] 
el - sin n -
1 . 1 
62 . - [sin e J - s1n o -
n2 
·n1 - index of refraction of test section wall -
n2 - indes of refraction of water= 1.33. -
- 1.47 -
Th·e flow loop was heated to 100 degrees Celsius :with the water 
circulating. The temperature was monitored with t·wo thermocouples with 
one near the measurement position. The liquid flowrate was set via the 
flow control valves and measured using the rotometer while the flow 
quality was set using the variac. When the flow conditions were set, 
velocity profiles were then measured. 
The counter type processor will yield biased v·elocities at the low 
. 
data rates obtained during this testing [4-1]. This is because in a 
turbulent flow, the probability of measuring the faster moving 
particles is greater than that for the slower moving particles. If an 
arithmetic average is used to calculate the mean velocity, there will 
be more measurements towards the higher velocities and an incorrect 
mean velocity will result. The biasing correction of McLaughlin and 
Tiederman [4-1] was used to calculate the correct mean velocity. This 
is a weighed average and is calculated as: 
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r 
-
w.u. 
u - i , , -
-
-
(4-2) 
-I: w. I: 
• 1 • , 1 
- velocity where u - mean -
I 1 I w. - weighting factor = u. -
1 
, 
u. - individual velocity measurements -
1 
N = total number of points measured. 
The velocity infonnation fr9m· the two phases was separated via the 
fact that the pedas ta 1 from the liquid phase is sma 11 er than that from 
the gaseous phase [ 4-3. 2-21 J. The Mi e backscattered 1 i ght from a 
particle in the liquid is of a signigicantly lower intensity than the 
light reflected from a bubble. Therefore, the signal processor 
amplitude discriminator was used to invalidate the bubble signals 
d.ctring measurement of the liquid veloeity and the gain was reduced to a 
value where only a bubble would give a valid signal during measurements 
of the bubble velocities. The ve.locity profiles of the separate phases 
were measured separately. 
Measurements were made in the "effective" Reynolds number range of 
between 25,000 and 55,000. The effective Reynolds number is defined as 
the the value of this parameter when the void fraction is zero. The 
profiles were measured at a distance of more than 40 diameters from the 
entrance to the glass test section and the flow loop temperature was 
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maintained at saturation temperature at atmospheric pressure (100 
degrees Celsius). Electric heaters located approximately 30 diameters 
upstream of the entrance to the test section were used to control the 
vapor quality of the flow and the initial liquid flowrate was measured 
with a Rotometer. The following figures(4-3 thru 4-11) show some of 
the results of the experimeht. 
A comparison of a single phase liquid velocity profile measured 
with the backscatter FODA and the data of Laufer [4-4] is shown in 
Figure 4-3. The velocity profiles are very similar except near the 
wall region where the FODA velocities are slightly higher. The 
turbulence intensity was slightly lower thantau.fer's, but still in 
good agreement. 
A comparison of three profiles taken at a Reynolds Number of 
45,000 and data from Sullivan, et. al. [2-21] at a Reynolds number 
near 19,000 is shown in figure 4-4. The data of [2-21] indicates a 
higher turbulence intensity than the FODA data yet the velocity 
profiles are nearly equal (for the two phase case). The similarity in 
the two-phase liquid data is interesting, even thought the two profiles 
were taken under somewhat different conditions (steam-water vs. 
air-water and 45,000 vs. 19,000 for Reynolds number). It shows that 
similar fl.ow mechanisms may apply to both situations, causing the 
"tail" in the liquid profile. The largest difference between these two 
flows lies in the turbulence intensity profiles. The data of [2-21], 
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shows a somewhat higher turbulence level than the present two phase 
11 qui d d a ta • 
The remainder of the figures show mean velocity and turbulence 
intensity profiles taken at several Reynolds numbers and qualities. Due 
to the problem of mass tran~fer between the two phases of the flow and 
the change in saturation temperature with height in the vertical tube, 
a II s teady11 bubbly fl ow that was fully deve 1 oped was not obta i nab 1 e. 
The flow could be more correctly described as a flashing flow. The 
calculation of the quality was complicated by the fact that super-heat 
existed and the resultant quality calculation showed that the flow was 
well into the slug flow regime according to the flow map of Taitel and 
Dukler [4-5]. The superheat resulted from the change in pressure 
i n s i de the test' sect i on . The to ta 1 pressure i n cl u de s s ta ti c head , the 
dynamic head and that~ 'due to accel era ti on of downstream 1 i quid due to 
the increase in void fraction. The effect of the change in pressure is 
shown in figure 4-5. Figure 4-S(a) is at the point of measurement i~ a 
higher quality fl ow at an II effective 
II Reynolds number of 45,000. T-o 
show the rapid change in void fraction, Figure 4-S(b) was taken about 
30cm upstream of the measurement point. At an average fluid velocity 
of 44 cm/sec, the void fraction increased by the amount observed in the 
photographs in approximately 0.6 seconds. However, the flashing rate 
seemed to be dependent on height as the flashing point remained at 
nearly the same height over the range of flowrates. 
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Attempts were also made to calculate the pressure at the point of 
measurement accounting for the static head and the dynamic head due 
only to the friction losses of a single phase liquid flow. Since this 
does not account for the fluid acceleration. the pressure (and thus the 
saturation temperature) is too low and the quality is still in a range 
that would suggest a slug tiow regime. For this reason, only an 
estimate of the void fraction is presented. The observed flow was not 
in the slug flow regime. and thus some questions pertaining to the 
calculation of the quality remain unanswered. 
A set of profiles comparing turbulence intensity and liquid 
velocity ~d s.rowing the bubble velocity profiles for a Reynolds number 
>---~ ~ ----/ 
of 55,000 is shown in figure 4--6. The slip ratio of this low void 
fraction two-phase flow is approximately uniform at 1.1 across the 
flow. The turbulence intensity profiles for the single phase and the 
two-phase flows are nearly equal, as are the liquid velocity profiles. 
A comparison of several profiles for a Reynolds number of 45,000 
is shown in figures 4-7 and 4-8. Single phase liquid velocity and 
turbulence intensity profiles are compared to those of a low void 
fraction two-phase flow in figure 4-7. The two sets of profiles are 
nearly equal except near the wall region, where the "tail" of the 
two-phase profile is evident. This is more pronounced in figure 4-8. 
The higher void fraction seems to increase the tail. The bubble 
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profile is also flat, which may contribute to the higher wall 
velocities. 
A comparision of the data at a Reynolds number of 35,000 is shown • 
in figure 4-9. No tail exists in the two-phase liquid data. However, 
this velocity profile is f1atter for the single phase velocity profile. 
In addition, the bubble velocity falls off near the wall. The 
comparatively low void fraction probably does not provide sufficient 
driving force to accelerate the 1 iquid near the wall. The result is a 
liqu·id profile with no tail near the wall. 
Figure 4-10 is a comparison of data at a Reynolds number of 
25,000. There is a significan:t amount of scatter in the two-phas·e: 
1 i quid data. The pr.obl em seems to be in the fl ow loop. At: thi ~ 
flowrate, much of the flow from the pump was bypassed. Since .a small 
percentage of the flow went to the test section, the increased pressure 
drop of the two-phase flow caused a highly turbulent flow 
(approximately 25 to 30 percent across the pipe). 
Liquid velocity and turbulence intensity profiles for a single and 
two- phase flow at 15 psig and a Reynolds number of 48,000 are shown in 
f i g u re 4-11 . The ta i 1 i n the two-phase 1 i qui d v e 1 o c i ty prof i 1 e i s 
again visible. An electronic problem in the signal processor prevented 
collection of the bubble profile data. 
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Figure 4-9. Comparison of data for a Reynolds number 
of 35,000. 
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The data shows some genera 1 trends. The first trend noti ceab 
1 e f s 
that the ''tail" on the two-phase liquid profiles increases wi
th 
increasing void. The second conclusion is that the technique w
orks well 
in bubbly two-phase flows. 
The "tail" in the velocity profile is probably due to the voi
d 
fraction being higher near the wall just before flashing takes place. 
Several authors [4-6 thru 4-10] report that small bubbles are forced 
towards the wall in a bubbly vertical two-phase flow. At the 
flashing 
point, these small bubbles grow rapidly and since they are co
nfined in 
the pipe, the easiest way for the bubble to expand is to push 
the fluid 
above it upwards. This accounts for the tail being larger in
 a flow 
with a flatter bubble profile (see figs.4-7, 4-8). 
Fi·na11y, the FODA module appears to work accurately in the bu
bbly 
two- phase flow. The sjgnal from the anemometer was somewhat noisier 
t-nat a si gna 1 from· stan·<Jard LDV equipment, but with some care
, it could. 
be optimized to obtain signals that are- comparable to commerc
ial op.ti._cs · 
using frequ~~cy shifters. 
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
5. 1 S U111na ry 
A miniaturized, two component backscatter Fiber#Qptic Laser 
Doppler Anemometer (FODAY has been developed. The dual beam 
backscatter mode anemometer is operated remotely from the laser and 
photodetector, thereby reducing optical access problems. In 
addition~ the velocimeter could conceivably be built into a test 
section where windows may not be used. 
, 
The FODA was used as a single component velocimeter and applied 
to a bubbly two-phase steam-water flow in a vertical tube. The 
"tail'' or increase in the liquid velocity profile near the wall was 
reaffirmed and found to ;be dependent on the shape of the bubble 
velocity profile. A bubble profile that was somewhat uniform across 
the pipe would yield this tail while a profile that is similar in 
shape to the liquid profile would cause less of a tail. The measured 
turbulence intensities were found to be slightly lower than those 
reported in the literature. 
5.2 Conclusions 
The following conclusions may be drawn from this work: 
90 
,, .· . 
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• The output of a graded index multimode fiber may be 
recollimated and successfully used to produce 
interference fringes in the dual beam mode of Laser 
Doppler Velocimetry provided that the pathlengths 
are kept to a minimum. 
• Backscatter recieving optics may be used in 
conjunction with the miniaturized LDV transmitting 
optics to produce a compact two-component FODA. 
• A mini·ature. two.-·component two-color backscatter FODA 
has been .built and tested on a non-fl ow system. 
• The FODA is ca.pable of ,accu·ra te measurements of 
axial velocity profiles for both phases of a bubbly 
steam-water two-phase fl ow. Data presented c.om:pa·r·.es. 
well with data reported in the literature. The 
liquid turbulence intensity measured is somewhat 
smal 1 er than re.ported in the literature. 
• The existence of the "tail" in the liquid velocity 
profile has been shown to be dependent on the bubble 
phase profile and increases with void fraction. A 
f 1 a t bub b 1 e prof i 1 e res u l ts i n a 1 a r g er " ta i l 11 • 
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, The method using interference filters to separate 
the laser lines for input to the module's 
transmission fibers is more efficient than the dual 
prism method both at the laser input and at the 
backscatter collection fiber output. 
I 
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APPENDIX A 
The difficulty involved in calculating the flow quality led to 
the decision to document the test conditions via photographs. The 
following figures are cross-referenced to the corresponding velocity 
and turbulence intensity 'profiles in the Results Section. The test 
condition for figure 4-7 is shown in figure 4-Sa. 
T:0-3. 
,I· 
FIGURE A-1 Flow Conditions for Figure 4-6 
• 
FIGURE A-2 Flow Conditions for Figure 4-8 
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FIGURE A-3 Flow Conditions for Figure 4-9 
FIGURE A-4 Flow Conditions for Figure 4-10 
.,-
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0 
FIGURE A-5 Flow Conditions for Figure 4-11 
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